Crystal nucleation initiated by transient ion-surface interactions at aerosol interfaces
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Particle collisions are a common occurrence in the atmosphere, but no empirical observations exist to fully predict the potential effects of these collisions on air quality and climate projections. The current consensus of heterogeneous crystal nucleation pathways relevant to the atmosphere dictates that collisions with amorphous particles have no effect on the crystallization relative humidity (RH) of aqueous inorganic aerosols because there is no stabilizing ion-surface interaction to facilitate the formation of crystal nuclei. In contrast to this view of heterogeneous nucleation, we report laboratory observations demonstrating that collisions with hydrophobic amorphous organic aerosols induced crystallization of aqueous inorganic microdroplets at high RH, the effect of which was correlated with destabilizing water-mediated ion-specific surface interactions. These same organic aerosols did not induce crystallization once internally mixed in the droplet, pointing toward a previously unconsidered transient ion-specific crystal nucleation pathway that can promote aerosol crystallization via particle collisions.

INTRODUCTION

Aqueous inorganic ions are a major component of atmospheric aerosols, typically comprising 25 to 75% of the dry aerosol mass (1, 2), with the potential for enhanced concentrations of certain aqueous ions at the air-aerosol interface (3–5). At sufficiently low relative humidity (RH), aqueous inorganic aerosols can undergo crystallization with the loss of particle-phase water (efflorescence), which alters the aerosol’s effect on global climate (1, 6–9) and many heterogeneous and photochemical reactions that influence air quality and thus affect public health (10, 11). Because of the importance of the aerosol phase, the efflorescence behavior of aqueous inorganic aerosols has been studied for decades and is thought to be well understood. However, there is no agreement on how crystals nucleate and grow from an aqueous solution (12–15), and empirical observations remain a necessity, as evident in recent laboratory and field studies that have revealed unexpected efflorescence behavior when particles collide (contact efflorescence) (7) and in mixed-phase aerosols (6). In particular, the effect of collisions on particle phase remains largely unexplored.

Insoluble amorphous particles, such as soot or organic colloids, can become internally mixed with aqueous aerosols via particle collisions (coagulation) (7–9, 16–18). These particles are not expected to be effective heterogeneous nuclei because they do not contain a regular array of atoms or ions to help orient crystal lattice structure (1). Furthermore, some of the most abundant atmosphericly relevant ions (for example, Na+, Cl−, and SO42−) do not readily absorb to hydrophobic surfaces (3, 4, 19–22). Many colloidal particles therefore lack the ability to organize these nonadsorbing aqueous ions into a well-organized crystal nucleus and initiate efflorescence, consistent with experimental observations (8, 9). However, some ions (for example, Br− and I−) do adsorb to a hydrophobic surface (3), and colloidal surfaces are known to strongly influence the interfacial composition and structure of aqueous phases via ion-surface, ion-water, and water-surface interactions (for example, Hofmeister effects) (19–22).

Our previous study involving collisions between aqueous droplets and soluble crystalline contact nuclei (CN) demonstrated that a nonequilibrium CN-droplet interface can persist long enough for crystal nucleation to occur epitaxially (that is, oriented by CN crystal lattice structure), although CN dissolution was predicted from bulk thermodynamics. The question arises whether these nonequilibrium effects may exist for collisions with other CN particle types, such as insoluble amorphous colloids, particularly considering the complexity of the ion-specific interfacial dynamics at the surfaces of these particles and the growing recognition of ion-specific and nonclassical crystal nucleation pathways (14, 19).

Motivated by the atmospheric occurrence of coagulation involving a wide range of particle types (for example, soot and tar balls), we studied the effect of collisions between aqueous inorganic microdroplets and insoluble (hydrophobic) amorphous organic aerosols. Experiments were performed using optically levitated microdroplets of sodium chloride (NaCl), ammonium chloride (NH4Cl), and sodium bromide (NaBr), which are important components of sea spray aerosol. In our optical levitation system, light-absorbing particles, such as soot, strongly absorb the trapping laser wavelength. Thus, to avoid these complications and to probe the potential relevance of ion-specific interactions on salt crystal nucleation, functionalized surfactant-free polystyrene latex spheres (PSLs), which are hydrophobic amorphous (glassy) organic aerosols, with a range of surface functionality/net charge were used as CN proxies for atmospherically relevant insoluble organic aerosols.

RESULTS

Efflorescence was observed in situ

Collision-induced (contact) efflorescence was studied for aqueous droplets of each salt with two different types of PSL CN. Experiments were also performed for droplets with internally mixed PSLs (internally mixed efflorescence) and for pure droplets (homogeneous efflorescence). These different modes of efflorescence are illustrated in Fig. 1. For all efflorescence experiments, a single aqueous droplet (~10 ± 2 μm in diameter) was optically levitated in a humidity-controlled flow cell (fig. S1) at a constant RH for a maximum residence time (τ) of 5 min. If no efflorescence was observed within τ, the droplet was ejected and the experiment was repeated with a fresh droplet. For internally mixed efflorescence, droplets were generated with an average of four
premixed PSLs. For contact efflorescence experiments, a levitated droplet was exposed to a stream of PSL CN, and the occurrence of efflorescence and the number of CN-droplet collisions were directly quantified by imaging scattered laser light (see fig. S2 and movies S1 to S4) (7, 23). The maximum number of collisions for a single droplet was 10. The CN types were amidine (NHNH2/NH2NH2−)-functionalized PSLs [(+)PSL; 400 nm in diameter] and carboxyl (COOH/COO−)-functionalized PSLs [(−)PSL; 400 nm in diameter], which have a net positive and negative surface potential, respectively (table S1). Collision velocities were atmospherically relevant (~2 to 3 mm/s) (7). Bright-field images were also captured during some trials to verify our interpretation of the laser scatter images.

For statistical analysis, individual droplets were grouped into RH bins of ~1 to 3% RH, and the probability of homogeneous (Phom) or internally mixed (PIM) efflorescence was calculated as

\[ P_{\text{hom}} \text{ and } P_{\text{IM}} = \frac{N_{\text{eff}}}{N_{\text{tot}}} \]  

where \( N_{\text{tot}} \) is the total number of ensemble droplets within the RH range and \( N_{\text{eff}} \) is the number of those droplets that effloresced within \( \tau \) (8). The probability of contact efflorescence (PCE) was calculated as

\[ P_{\text{CE}} = \frac{N_{\text{eff}}}{N_{\text{col}}} \]

where \( N_{\text{eff}} \) is the number of ensemble droplets that effloresced upon a collision and \( N_{\text{col}} \) is the total number of collisions observed, including the ones that did not induce efflorescence (24). The RH where \( P_{\text{hom}}, P_{\text{IM}}, \) and \( P_{\text{CE}} = 0.5 \) was taken as the median efflorescence RH values \( RH_{\text{hom}}^{0.5}, RH_{\text{IM}}^{0.5}, \) and \( RH_{\text{CE}}^{0.5} \), respectively. The effect of collisions relative to deliquescent and homogeneous efflorescence was quantified with the parameter \( \sigma_{\text{RH}}^{0.5} \), given as

\[ \sigma_{\text{RH}}^{0.5} = \frac{DRH - RH_{\text{CE}}^{0.5}}{DRH - RH_{\text{hom}}^{0.5}} \]  

where DRH is the deliquescent RH of NaCl, NH4Cl, or NaBr [75, 77, and 48% RH, respectively (1, 23)]. \( \sigma_{\text{RH}}^{0.5} \) has potential values between 0 and ~1, where \( \sigma_{\text{RH}}^{0.5} = 0 \) corresponds to efflorescence at the DRH (that is, no supersaturation).

**Internally mixed PSLs did not induce efflorescence**

The efflorescence results are summarized in Fig. 2 (A to C) (see tables S2 to S5 for results from individual experiments). The RHvalues for NaCl, NH4Cl, and NaBr were 47 ± 1, 45 ± 1, and 26 ± 1% RH, respectively, consistent with literature values (1, 23). The RHvalues for droplets with internally mixed PSLs were equivalent to \( RH_{\text{hom}}^{0.5} \) for all salts. For NaCl and NH4Cl, \( P_{\text{hom}} \approx P_{\text{IM}} \) for all RH bins, demonstrating that PSLs do not serve as sites for heterogeneous nucleation of these two salts. Internally mixed PSLs appeared to remain in static contact with the droplet surface forming a three-phase interface (fig. S3), but no enhancement in crystal nucleation was observed. For NaBr with internally mixed PSLs, \( P_{\text{IM}} \) was nonzero (≤0.3) up to ~36 to 40% RH, suggesting that PSLs may have a moderate effect on NaBr efflorescence. However, \( P_{\text{IM}} \) remained low until ~27% RH, similar to the homogeneous case.

**Collisions with PSLs induced efflorescence at elevated RH**

In stark contrast to the internally mixed efflorescence results, it can be seen that in all cases, collisions with PSL CN induced contact efflorescence at an elevated RH relative to homogeneous efflorescence. For a particular CN-droplet combination, the range of contact efflorescence RH values was dependent not only on the aqueous composition but also on the PSL CN surface functionality/charge, as evident in Fig. 2. With [(+)PSL CN, \( RH_{\text{CE}}^{0.5} \) was markedly high for NaCl and NaBr (63 ± 2 and 41 ± 2%, respectively). The effect of collisions with [−)PSL CN was less pronounced for NH4Cl (\( RH_{\text{CE}}^{0.5} = 50 ± 2% \)) than for NaCl and NaBr. For NH4Cl, collisions with [(+)PSL CN had the largest effect (\( RH_{\text{CE}}^{0.5} = 59 ± 2% \)). In contrast, with [−)PSL CN, \( RH_{\text{CE}}^{0.5} \) shifted to lower values for NaCl and NaBr (57 ± 2 and 28 ± 2%, respectively). In all cases, the impact velocity and CN diameter were the same, suggesting that efflorescence was not induced because of a purely kinetic or mechanical effect [a supposition that was validated with 800-nm-diameter (−)PSL CN; see Supplementary Text]. Rather, the greatly different \( RH_{\text{CE}}^{0.5} \) values for the various PSL-droplet combinations are indicative of ion-specific interactions between the aqueous ions and the PSL CN surface.

**Contact efflorescence RH is correlated with ion-surface interactions**

Ion-surface interactions are a complex interplay of direct electrostatic and hydration-mediated interactions, which can lead to ion-specific accumulation/exclusion at a wide range of aqueous interfaces (3–5, 19–22). In particular, both the long-range electrostatic attraction of the aqueous counterions to the charged PSL surface and the short-range hydration of those ions can strongly influence the PSL-droplet interfacial structure and composition, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (D to F) (19–22). Figure 2 suggests that the variation in the relative effect of collisions (that is, \( \sigma_{\text{RH}}^{0.5} \)) is correlated to the aqueous counterion attracted to the PSL surface. \( \sigma_{\text{RH}}^{0.5} \) is similar for NaBr and NaCl with [(+)PSL CN (Na+ counterion) and also for NaCl and NH4Cl with (+)PSL CN (Cl− counterion). This would seem to suggest that the charged functional groups are facilitating template-directed crystal nucleation (12). However, the same effect would be expected with internally mixed PSLs, which was not the case here (except for a potential effect on NaBr efflorescence). It is thus necessary to also consider other ion-surface interactions.

Although functionalized, the PSL surfaces were predominately hydrophobic. The hydrophobic surface propensities of the ions in this
study follow the trend NH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+} > Na\textsuperscript{+} for the cations and Br\textsuperscript{−} > Cl\textsuperscript{−} for the anions; that is, NH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+} and Br\textsuperscript{−} (weakly hydrated chaotropes) are able to more effectively approach a hydrophobic surface than Na\textsuperscript{+} and Cl\textsuperscript{−} (strongly hydrated kosmotropes) (3–5, 20, 21). As seen in Fig. 3A, when considering the hydrophobic surface propensity/hydration strength of the counterion (that is, Hofmeister effects), the results follow a trend where the decreasing surface propensity of the PSL counterion (that is, stronger repulsion from a hydrophobic surface) is correlated with a decrease in $\sigma_{RH}^{0.5}$ (increase in RH\textsubscript{CE} \textsuperscript{0.5}). This trend is also reflected in ion-specific hydration properties, such as solvation free energy and Jones-Dole coefficient (a measure of ion-solute interaction strength), as seen in Fig. 3 (B and C, respectively). The lowest $\sigma_{RH}^{0.5}$ (highest RH\textsubscript{CE} \textsuperscript{0.5}) was observed for Na\textsuperscript{+}, yet colloidal studies have suggested that this ion does not adsorb to negatively charged hydrophobic PSL surfaces (21), preferring to remain well hydrated away from the hydrophobic surface. This suggests that destabilizing hydration-mediated ion-surface interactions may be facilitating crystal nucleation upon contact, which would be in contrast to the prevailing theories of heterogeneous nucleation, which
assumed to be transient because the ions will only remain in a high-energy state until the effect is transient, further suggesting that crystal nucleation is inhibited at or near the initial point of contact. Furthermore, as demonstrated in fig. S4, contact efflorescence demonstrate that crystal growth proceeds from the droplet surface, indicative of crystal nucleation initiated at or near the initial point of contact. Additionally, as demonstrated in fig. S4, contact efflorescence—deliquescence—internally mixed efflorescence cycles of several NaCl particles confirmed that external contact is necessary for crystallization at the high RH observed in our experiments and that the effect is transient, further suggesting that crystal nucleation is induced at the short-lived nonequilibrium CN-droplet interface.

**Evidence suggests that destabilizing and transient interactions initiated crystal nucleation**

According to classical nucleation theory (CNT), the work necessary for the formation of a crystal nucleus with \( n \) molecules of solute is the change in Gibbs free energy \( \Delta G_{\text{nuc}} \) associated with the formation of the crystal nucleus, which can be expressed as

\[
\Delta G_{\text{nuc}} = -n\Delta \mu + \Delta G_{\text{solv}}
\]

where \( \Delta G_{\text{solv}} \) is the unfavorable free energy cost of the solid-liquid interface, \( \Delta \mu \) is the difference in chemical potential between the metastable aqueous state and the stable crystalline state, and \( -n\Delta \mu \) is the favorable decrease in free energy associated with the phase change. [Note that CNT is used here to provide a conceptual basis, but the actual mechanism for NaCl nucleation may be non-classical, for example, a two-step process, as suggested by simulation (31)].

The \( n\Delta \mu \) term represents the driving force for nucleation (30). \( \Delta G_{\text{surf}} \), which is the favorable decrease in free energy associated with the phase change, is decreased by increasing \( \Delta \mu \) or decreasing the contribution of \( \Delta G_{\text{surf}} \). Simulations have been performed elsewhere that provide trends in free energy as \( \Delta \mu \) and \( \Delta G_{\text{surf}} \) approach a hydrophobic surface and a carboxyl-terminated surface (22, 32), which are relevant to NaCl collision-induced contact efflorescence with (−)PSL CN. These simulations indicate that the free energy of a Na\(^+\) ion increases by \(~2\text{ to }3_k_B T\) because of the compression of its hydration sphere as it forms a solvent-shared ion pair with a charged carboxyl group (22). A transient increase in free energy for a single ion would decrease \( \Delta G_{\text{nuc}} \) by that same amount through the \( -n\Delta \mu \) term in Eq. 4. A free energy increase of \(~2k_B T\) would thus be sufficient to overcome the nucleation barrier if enough Na\(^+\) ions [for example, \(~200\) ions, circa the number in a NaCl crystal nucleus (31)] experienced this increase (see Supplementary Text for additional details).

A destabilizing hydration-mediated effect on crystal nucleation would be transient because the ions will only remain in a high-energy state until an equilibrium water activity is established via uptake of additional water molecules to fully hydrate the PSL surface, a process that will occur on microsecond time scales (33), which is long relative to the time scale necessary for crystal nucleation (see Supplementary Text) (15). Crystal nucleation would thus be expected to occur shortly after the initial moment of contact. As shown in Fig. 4, bright-field images captured during contact efflorescence demonstrate that crystal growth proceeds from the droplet surface, indicative of crystal nucleation initiated at or near the initial point of contact.
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**DISCUSSION**

Here, we presented evidence for a crystal nucleation pathway in which a transient increase in interfacial free energy induces efflorescence as an ion is forced into close proximity with a charged/hydrophobic surface, which could account for our observed ionic specificity of contact efflorescence. For example, because \(\text{NH}_4^+\) and \(\text{Br}^-\) more readily approach a hydrophobic PSL surface than \(\text{Na}^+\) and \(\text{Cl}^-\) (20, 21), the transient increase in free energy associated with a collision would be lower for \(\text{NH}_4^+\) and \(\text{Br}^-\) counterions than for \(\text{Na}^+\) and \(\text{Cl}^-\), consistent with the lower RH values observed when \(\text{NH}_4^+\) and \(\text{Br}^-\) were the counterions. Notably, for the systems studied here, we see no evidence that the presence of a three-phase interface alone initiates efflorescence at a significantly elevated RH, as evident by the null effect of internally mixed PSLs, which is in contrast to conclusions drawn in regard to contact freezing (34). Rather, our observations suggest that movement of the aqueous phase along the three-phase interface (as a result of the collision) is necessary to account for the elevated contact efflorescence RH values. The ion specificity and necessity of a collision for contact efflorescence suggest that rather than stabilizing the crystalline phase, the PSL CN facilitated heterogeneous crystal nucleation by destabilizing the aqueous phase. The NaCl contact efflorescence RH with PSL CN was comparable to or greater than that with soluble crystalline inorganic CN, as observed in our previous study, which correlated contact efflorescence RH to stabilizing solute-substrate interactions (epitaxy) (7). For example, the single-collision \((P_{\text{eff}} = 1)\) NaCl contact efflorescence RH with \((-)\text{PSL}\) CN was 62 ± 1% RH, which is similar to that with KCl\(_{\text{aq}}\) CN (64 ± 3% RH) (7). This suggests that when considering efflorescence probability, the effect of the transient destabilizing interactions proposed here may, in some cases, rival that of stabilizing solute-substrate interactions.

These observations are consistent with crystal nucleation behavior that has been attributed to nonclassical pathways, such as the two-step mechanism (14). The CN used in the present study were of atmospherically relevant sizes. Thus, this report supports the potential atmospheric relevance of nonclassical as well as ion-specific crystal nucleation pathways. Although PSL CN are not directly relevant to the atmosphere, there are a range of insoluble amorphous aerosols found in the atmosphere, both hydrophobic and hydrophilic (16, 17). For example, soot particles are hydrophobic when freshly emitted and, because of surface oxidation during formation and atmospheric processing, can have surface functionality similar to carboxyl \((-)\text{PSLs} (35). Collisions with soot may thus influence the phase state of, for example, sea spray aerosol. However, the extent to which contact efflorescence may influence the phase state of atmospheric aerosols remains uncertain with multiple open questions. It is unclear whether a purely hydrophobic aerosol (that is, without charged functional groups) would induce efflorescence via a collision. Furthermore, any potential aqueous-phase size and temperature dependence on contact efflorescence remains to be explored further, although the efflorescence RH of aqueous aerosols remains markedly similar across a wide range of diameters (29) and temperatures (36). Also, we note that crystal nucleation and ionic surface propensity have been intensely debated subjects for the past century, and their respective mechanisms remain controversial (13, 20). Thus, the underlying mechanism behind our observations of collision-induced contact efflorescence remains open to speculation, but it is clear from this study that far more particle–particle interactions may influence the phase state of atmospheric aerosols than previously considered, and this points toward a need for an additional theoretical framework for crystal nucleation applied to atmospherically relevant aerosols.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Materials**

Surfactant-free PSLs were obtained from Life Technologies. The properties of the PSLs are given in Table S1. NaCl (Fisher Scientific; Certified ACS, \(\geq 99.0\) purity), \(\text{NH}_4\text{Cl} (\text{Sigma-Aldrich;}\text{ReagentPlus,} \geq 99.5\% \text{purity})\), and NaBr (Sigma-Aldrich; ReagentPlus, \(\geq 99\% \text{purity})\) were used without further purification. All aqueous solutions and PSL suspensions were prepared/diluted with filtered high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)–grade water (Fisher Scientific) that was filtered before use with a sterile syringe equipped with a filter (pore size, 0.2 \(\mu\)m).

Droplets were generated using a piezo-driven droplet generator with a 15-\(\mu\)m orifice (MicroFab) and then horizontally guided into the trapping region at the center of the flow tube. For homogeneous and contact efflorescence, the stock solution from which droplets were generated was a 5 weight \%(wt \%) solution of NaCl, NaBr, or \(\text{NH}_4\text{Cl.}
The inorganic solutions were added to the droplet generator with a syringe equipped with a 0.2-μm filter.

For efflorescence experiments with internally mixed PSLs, the stock PSL/inorganic suspension was 5 wt % NaCl, NaBr, or NH₄Cl and 0.003 wt % PSLs, corresponding to four to five PSLs on average in the droplets once trapped. The PSL/inorganic suspension was made by diluting the stock PSL suspension with filtered inorganic solution (0.2-μm filter). The PSL/inorganic suspension was then added to the droplet generator using a syringe without additional filtration.

**Levitation**

The entire experimental arrangement is shown in fig. S1. The optical trap and trapping procedure have been described in detail elsewhere (7, 23). In brief, aqueous droplets were optically levitated in a black-anodized aluminum flow tube (12 mm inner diameter) × 110 mm (length) with four window ports. Droplets were levitated with two vertical counterpropagating beams generated using the output of individual continuous-wave diode-pumped neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet lasers (wavelength λ = 532 nm). A Bessel beam was generated from an axicon and focused onto the droplet from above. A Gaussian beam was focused from below. The reproducibility of the size of levitated droplets in this experimental setup has been established (7, 23), and droplets used in the present study were 10 ± 2 μm in diameter.

**PSL CN preparation**

PSL CN were wet-generated from a dilute PSL suspension using a medical nebulizer (Omron NE-U22). The dilute PSL suspension was made with three drops (~150 μl) of the stock 400-nm PSL suspension or six drops (~300 μl) of the stock 800-nm PSL suspension diluted with 2 ml of filtered HPLC-grade water (0.2-μm filter pore size). The dilute PSL suspension was used immediately and discarded after each day of experiments. A fresh suspension was made daily. The pH of the suspensions was ~6. To minimize interference from other aqueous electrolytes, the suspensions were not buffered, and the pH was not adjusted. Only filtered HPLC-grade water was added to the PSL suspension. The PSL surface charges were not known before contact (that is, after nebulization/drying).

**Aerosol flow and RH control**

A N₂ gas flow was used to control the RH and deliver the PSL CN into the flow tube. PSL CN were wet-generated from the diluted PSL solution using a medical nebulizer and then dried in a diffusion dryer. The dry N₂ gas flow carrying the CN was mixed with the N₂ gas flow that was humidified with a water bubbler. The mixed gas flow with the CN entered the flow tube from the bottom. Calibrated RH probes were placed immediately before and after the flow tube. For each individual experiment, the RH within the flow cell was determined as the mean readout from the two calibrated RH probes (±1 SD). The RH typically varied by <0.5% over the 5-min residence time of an experiment.

**Imaging and determining collision number**

The imaging techniques used here are discussed extensively in our previous publications and many additional examples can be found therein (7, 23). Phase transformations and PSL-droplet collisions were monitored by imaging scattered laser light using a custom LabVIEW image acquisition and postprocessing program (23). Near-field 632.8-nm scattered laser light was collected with a microscope objective and a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor camera [frame area of interest (AOI) size, 140 pixels × 720 pixels; frame rate, ~150 frames/s (fps)]. A band-pass filter transmitted the 632.8-nm light and removed the 532-nm light from the trapping lasers. Examples of using the 632.8-nm near-field scatter to monitor collisions are shown in movies S1 (contact without efflorescence) and S2 (contact efflorescence). Far-field elastically scattered 532-nm laser light was collected with a separate microscope objective and polarization filter and imaged using a charge-coupled device camera (frame AOI size, 300 pixels × 1280 pixels; frame rate, ~25 fps). When imaged in the far field, the 532-nm elastically scattered light from a levitated droplet contained linear interference fringes. The angular distribution and intensity of these fringes describe a particle’s phase function, which is dependent on the size of the particle (7, 23). The far-field images were used to detect phase transformations, confirm the PSL CN size, and monitor collisions, as demonstrated in fig. S2 and movies S3 and S4. For internally mixed efflorescence experiments, the far-field images also confirmed the presence of internally mixed PSLs, as demonstrated in movie S5.

The number of PSL-droplet collisions was determined with a combined analysis of the far-field and near-field images. In the far field and near field, a collision that induces efflorescence causes an abrupt and distinct change in the appearance of the scattered laser light. However, not every collision induced efflorescence. In the near field, the occurrence of a PSL-droplet collision was evident by the PSL trajectory, and the scavenging of the PSL by the droplet resulted in the disappearance of the PSL laser scatter. As seen in movie S1, if efflorescence did not occur, the presence of the PSLs was still evident at the droplet surface. In the far field, the occurrence of a collision without efflorescence was unambiguous because of the insoluble nature of the PSL and the difference in the refractive index between the PSL and the aqueous phase, which resulted in disruptions in the linear interference fringes of the aqueous droplet (movie S3). Thus, a collision that was indicated in the near field was confirmed by changes in the far-field laser scatter pattern (23).

The far-field image analysis used to detect efflorescence and confirm the occurrence of collisions was developed previously (23) and described in brief here. For the optical orientation used in this study, far-field images of liquid droplets were symmetric around a vertically centered line, and the linear interference fringes appeared horizontally uniform. For a liquid droplet with an immersed PSL, the scatter was distorted by the differing refractive indices of the PSL and the aqueous phase. For a crystalline particle, the scatter was asymmetric and not uniformly distributed. The different scatter patterns were distinguished by their level of asymmetry. To quantitatively determine the asymmetry in the far-field images, a template-based autocorrelation of the far-field images was used. In this image analysis, the template image was the original image offset in the horizontal (x) direction (that is, parallel to the direction of the linear interference fringes). An image within a recorded sequence was duplicated and then offset horizontally using an offset of x = 10. A “defect image” was generated from the original image and offset duplicate image using the absolute difference of the intensity values of overlapping pixels. For a liquid droplet, the average intensity of the defect image was low, as shown in fig. S2. PSL contact and efflorescence resulted in an increase in defect image intensity. An increase in defect image intensity and an upward movement of the particle due to loss of water mass were unambiguous indicators of efflorescence. A smaller increase in defect image intensity and no upward movement indicated contact without efflorescence.
Contact efflorescence experimental sequence

All experiments were performed at room temperature (295 ± 1 K). The RH in the flow cell was established at a constant value with a variation of <±0.5% RH throughout the experiment. A droplet was then trapped, and the PSL CN were nebulized briefly (~2 s). The time between nebulization of CN and their appearance in the levitation chamber was ~2 min. PSL-droplet collisions were monitored until either contact efflorescence occurred, the maximum residence time of 5 min was reached, or ~10 collisions were observed. The near-field and far-field images were postprocessed to verify the number of collisions.

Statistical analysis

For the RH bins shown in Fig. 2 (A to C) (see tables S2 to S5), the median RH is reported with uncertainty given by the upper and lower quartiles of the ensemble of individual RH measurements (1 SD). For an RH bin containing an assembly of \( N_{\text{tot}} \) droplets, the relative error (1σ level) in \( N_{\text{rh}}\text{eff}/N_{\text{tot}} \) (\( \rho_{\text{hom}} \) and \( \rho_{\text{IM}} \), respectively) was calculated as \( 1/\sqrt{N_{\text{tot}}} \), and for \( P_{\text{CE}} \), the uncertainty was calculated as \( 1/\sqrt{N_{\text{tot}}} \) (37). \( \rho_{\text{hom}} \), \( \rho_{\text{IM}} \) and \( P_{\text{CE}} \) are reported in Fig. 2 (A to C) with error bars of \( 1/\sqrt{N_{\text{tot}}} \) and \( 1/\sqrt{N_{\text{tot}}} \), respectively. The homogenous and internally mixed efflorescence RH, where \( \rho_{\text{hom}} \) and \( \rho_{\text{IM}} \), respectively, and the collision-induced contact efflorescence RH, where \( P_{\text{CE}} = 0.5 \) (\( \rho_{\text{CE}} \)), were taken as the median efflorescence RH values (8). If the available data points did not yield an RH bin where \( P = 0.5 \), then the RH_0.5 value was extrapolated between the highest RH bin, where \( P > 0.5 \), and the lowest RH bin, where \( P < 0.5 \). Uncertainty in \( \rho_{0.5} \) (Eq. 3) was propagated at a 1σ level from the uncertainty in \( \rho_{0.5} \) and \( \rho_{0.5} \).
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